MLA CITATION STYLE

Book:


Work in an Anthology (Book Chapter):


Article in Reference Book:

Translation:


Articles:


Film:


Electronic:


---. “Operas You Must See This Season.” *Phantom’s Journal of Opera and Musical Theatre*, no. 3, Fall 1838, pp. 46-52.


CITING SOURCES IN THE TEXT

Author’s name in text:
   Marmeladova clearly addresses this issue (223-78).

Author’s name in reference:
   This issue has already been clearly addressed (Marmeladova 223-78).

Two or more works by same author (name in text):
   Quasimodo details each tower (Guide 47)
   Quasimodo then discusses the schedule for later in the season (Operas 48)

Two or more works by same author (name in reference):
   Production history of various selections has been discussed previously (Quasimodo Operas 47)

ELEMENTS OF A CITATION

AUTHOR

Book

Book Chapter

Journal Article

TITLE

Book

Book Chapter

Journal Article
Journal Article

Journal Article

DATABASE WHERE FULLTEXT FOUND / DATE ACCESSED

Journal Article
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